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Organic & Color Grown Cotton 

100% Organic Cotton

The Sand (tan) colorway is our color grown cotton, derived from a plant native to the Andes. It once grew wild, cultivated by small 
indegenous communities but was recently almost made extinct due to the preference for white cotton in mass production. This cotton 
has been revived by a few visionary breeders and farmers. The one we use is grown in Peru by a group of small farmers who employ 
organic, fair trade, and regenerative practices. The naturally-colored cotton also requires less water and is more resistant to pests than 
others. This cotton has a crisper, dryer hand feel and we think it’s perfect for summer.

Ecru, Sand & Heathered Oat colorways are undyed.

Sand Washed BlackEcru

Heathered Oat
Ecru & Sand blended

Indigo Ink 
Washed Black & Navy blended



Mesh Bomber                                   s/m, m/l                                 144 / 330

Slightly cropped, wide boxy cardigan with wood buttons and overall mesh stitch
Heathered Oat, Indigo Ink



Lace Tank Dress                          s, m, l                                       120 / 276

Tank dress with delicate rib edges, side seam hem vents and an overall lace stitch
Ecru, Sand, Washed Black 

Ripple Cami                                  s, m, l                                         70 / 160

Slightly cropped tank with ripple stitch and braided straps
Ecru, Sand, Washed Black



Handloomed Styles with Peruvian Yarns 

60% Pima Cotton, 40% Linen blended with a 100% Organic Cotton yarn 

This group is handloomed by artisan co-ops in Peru. We work with a small, certified fair trade company that employs talented 
workshops for their knitting, weaving and dyeing hand work. The texture in these styles is achieved by knitting together thick and thin 
yarn,  highlighting the beauty of the fibers. The base yarn is Pima cotton & linen and the striped yarn is a bulky, super soft organic 
cotton. The knit is a bulky guate yet has a light feel thanks to the varying yarn weights. The hand feel is very soft and spongy.

Both yarns in the Bone colorway are undyed. 
The organic cotton yarn in the Strata colorway is hand-dyed using native Peruvian plants.

Bone Strata



Textured Pullover                      s/m, m/l                                    

Boxy pullover with fold over collar, rib cuffs &hem, all over tonal textured stripes
Bone  (undyed)                             150 / 346
Strata (hand dyed with botanical dyes)                                     168 / 386

Textured Tank                             s/m, m/l                                   

Boxy tank with fold over collar, rolled hem and all over tonal textured stripes
Bone  (undyed)                                  110 / 252
Strata (hand dyed with botanical dyes)                                     118 / 272



USA made, Certified Climate Beneficial 

80% Cotton, 20% Alpaca, Certified Climate Beneficial

Climate Beneficial is a quantitative certification for regenerative farming practices backed by Fibershed, a California based nonprofit. In 
this process, the carbon captured in a farm’s soil is measured over time. The farm becomes certified once their level of carbon 
sequestration is higher than the carbon they emit from operating.

These styles feature a mid-gauge knit in a wide, textured rib stitch. With a lightweight feel, soft hand, and nice drape. 

The Ecru colorwary is undyed.

Ecru Suede



Wide Rib Cardigan                     s/m, m/l                                   190 / 437

Long v-neck cardigan with a textured rib stitch and corozo buttons
Ecru, Suede

Wide Rib Shorts                        s/m, m/l                                    118 / 272

Loose elastic waist shorts with a textured rib stitch and hemp drawstring
Ecru, Suede



USA made, Organic & Pima Cotton Woven Styles

59% Organic Cotton, 41% Supima Cotton

Both cottons used here are grown in the USA, then woven and sewn in Pennsylvania. We work with a small weaving mill 
dedicated to using natural fibers and no harsh chemicals to create low impact, biodegradable fabrics. While the Pima cotton is 
not certified organic, the small farms who grow this long staple cotton use farming practices that have as little negative 
environmental impact as possible.

This is an Oxford weave so it has a nice texture to it and a little bit of weight while still feeling light enough for summer. It has a 
really soft hand.

The Natural colorway is undyed.

Natural



Oxford top                                      s, m, l                                       95 / 218

V-neck loose popover top with gathered cuffs and back neck, corozo buttons
Natural

Oxford Trouser                             s, m, l                                      110 / 254

Elastic waist trouser with ballon leg, side seam & back patch pocket, wide cuffs
Natural



Easy Styles

All of our Easy styles are organic cotton cut & sew knits, made fully in the USA from fiber to garment.
We’ve been working for years with a fabric supplier who was a pioneer in domestic organic cotton production. The cotton is grown by 
several farms in Texas. It’s then processed in North Carolina in a facility that uses plant-based alternatives to harsh chemical scours. 
Waste water is recycled in a circular system and the dyes are low impact.
Our mission with the Easy collection is to make staples that are soft, comfortable and made without harsh chemical processing: clean 
for your body and soft on the planet.

We use a variety of weights and textures in this group: a lightweight cotton jersey on our tops, and a slightly heavier weight on our 
bottoms and dresses which is more substantial and less transparent. The French terry is a soft, lightweight sweatshirt material. The Rib 
is a lightweight baby rib.

The Natural colorway is undyed and unbleached.

Natural Fir Black



Box Shell                                         s  - xl                                           40 / 92          

Boxy, wide shoulder shell with rib collar and armholes. In lightweight jersey.
Natural, Fir, Black

Easy Pant                                        s  - xl                                             65 / 150          

Elastic waist pant with side seam pockets, inseam and outseam gusset, raw edge hem. In midweight jersey.
Natural, Fir, Black



Boatneck Dress                             s  - xl                                          64 / 148          

Wide neck tank dress with side seam gusset and bottom hem vent. In midweight jersey.
Natural, Fir, Black

Scoop Tee Dress                           s  - xl                                            70 / 160          

Loose T-Dress with a scoop neck and rib cuff, armhole gusset detail and curved hem. In midweight jersey.
Natural, Fir, Black



Easy Sweatshirt                             s  - xl                                         61 / 140          

Boxy, slightly cropped sweatshirt with shoulder / sleeve gusset. In lightweight French terry.
Natural, Fir, Black

Easy Shorts                                      s  - xl                                       47 / 108          

Elastic waist shorts with inseam and outseam gusset, side seam pockets. In lightweight French terry.
Natural, Fir, Blak



Big Sweatshirt                               s  - xl                                          56 / 128          

Boxy short sleeve sweatshirt with shoulder / sleeve gusset, raw edge hem. In lightweight French terry.
Natural, Fir, Black



Scoop Back Tank                            s  - xl                                           38 / 88          

Fitted tank with banded edges and a low scoop back neck. In lightweight rib.
Natural, Fir, Black

Boxer Shorts                                   s  - xl                                          42 / 96          

Elastic waist shorts with side seam pockets and raw edge hem. In lightweight rib.
Natural, Fir, Black



wolhide.com     @wolhide

Delivery 3/1 - 3/30

$1,500 Minimum Order
3 pcs / color / style minimum

30% deposit due when order is confirmed
Balance due at shipping

Orders Close 9/26/22

Product returns or swaps are not accepted. If there’s a damaged piece, we’re happy to replace it but ask that you reiview your products in 
a timely manner for any necessary issues.

We reserve the right to cancel any orders if the deposit is not made by the deadline given.

SALES  ADA  ada@alltheyoungladies.com

BRAND  LEAH  leah@wolhide.com

TERMS

Industrial machine knit sweaters are made at our small family run factory in Peru with a dedication to quality in their 
machine work and hand finishing work.

Hand loomed styles are produced with our artisan partners in Peru. A certified Fair Trade, woman owned company who 
works with small ,  skil led workshops.

Our domestic sweaters are made with domestic yarn and knit at a small factory in NYC.

Cut & Sew Easy styles are made in the USA from fiber to garment with Organic Cotton. These are sewn at a small family run 
factory in PA. 

PRODUCTION


